Information for authors

1.- General

1.1 Revista INGENIERÍA UC will considerer for publication contributions related with the areas of Engineering and Applied Science.

1.2 Type of Manuscripts:

a) Unpublished research articles with a maximum length of twelve (12) pages.

b) Technical Notes, with a maximum of five (5) pages.

c) State of the Art Articles (Update Articles) of a specific engineering field (maximum of twelve (12) pages).

d) Articles sent by invited guests, maximum of five (5) pages.

e) Letter to Editor.

1.3 Article Style

Articles may be sent either in Spanish or English. The original work should be written using Microsoft WORD or in LaTeX.

The Word works must employ a font of family Time, to be stored in compact disk and to present three copies in physical.

The labored in Latex must include the files pdf, tex and a folder with the figure in eps.

The figures must be in gray scale, no color, preferable in format png or eps (also admit the formats CompuServe gif or jpg if these are of high quality) must to be added in records separated and numbered. Figures caption or descriptions can not be into these, must be includes in the text of the work and in a file apart called Figure Caption.

The table can not be protruded by any type of color. Only the texts to be produced by means of “bold type”. Also must to be included in others files numerated and it is necessary to include a file with table caption.

All table and/or figure must be numbered in arabic (1, 2, 3, ...) and cited in the text of the work. The quote would be in the manner: "In Figure 3", "in Table 2", for example (without abbreviating). All board or figure must have a wide maximum of 17,5cm.

The articles coming from other country are accepted through electronic mail (email).

The writing sequence for the articles shall have these steps: Title Page, Introduction, Methodology or Research Development, Analysis and Discussion of Results and Conclusions, and References.

The Title should contain:

Title of the work in Spanish and English, maximum 20 words.

• Full name(s) of author(s) with Full Institutional Address(es) (Address, Telephone, Email).

• Summary of the work in Spanish and in English (Abstract) with a maximum of 200 words for Unpublished, State of the Art articles and Technical Notes.

• At the end of the Summary in Spanish and Abstract in English three to five (3 to 5) Key Words should be added.

Section headings must be written in caps and lower case.

Text references must contain the name of the main author followed by the corresponding number of reference; for example: Jhonson [9], or simply [9] with no author name.

For LaTeX work will use bibliography style “unsrt”.

References will be written in order of citation, complete and should contain: author(s) (in caps and lower case), full title in quotes, journal, volume, number, year of publication (in parenthesis) and pages. For example:

In the case of Books: Author(s) (in caps and lower case), year, title, publisher, place and year of publication should be included. For example:


Work in an edited collection: Author(s) (in caps and lower case), title. In: editor, year, title, volume, publisher, place and number of pages. For example:


It is recommended to the authors to follow the International Nomenclature Norms (symbols, units and abbreviations).

2. Final Notes

Articles will be submitted for the reviewing process before they can be published. Offprints can be sent for article with a request from the Author(s). Any charge will be arranged by mutual agreement.
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